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Cirassian Case-marker Omission via Struture Removal

1. Data

Observation (Arkadiev & Testelets (2014)):

Di�erential marking in the ergative enoding systems of Cirassian (Adyghe and Kabar-

dian) is sensitive to sale e�ets (Hale (1972), Silverstein (1976), Aissen (2003)) based on

spei�ity, but it is not orrelated with grammatial funtion or ase:

• The absolutive marker r is absent with non-spei� inde�nite nominals, and present

with spei� inde�nite or de�nite nominals.

• The ergative marker m is absent with non-spei� inde�nite nominals, and present

with spei� inde�nite or de�nite nominals.

(1) De�niteness sale:

Pro(noun) > Name (PN) > Def(inite) > Inde�nite Spei� (Spe) > NonSpei�

(NSpe)

(2) Absolutive nominals (Adyghe):

a. P�sa�se-r

girl-abs

ma-k

w

e

dyn-go

`The girl is going.'

b. P�sa�se-Ø

girl

ma-k

w

e

dyn-go

`A girl is going.'
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(3) Ergative nominals (Adyghe):

a. P�sa�se-m

girl-erg

�Zane-(r)

dress-(abs)

@-d@-K

3.sg.erg-sew-pst

`The/a girl made a/the dress.'

b. *P�sa�se-Ø

girl

�Zane-(r)

dress-(abs)

@-d@-K

3.sg.erg-sew-pst

`The/a girl made a/the dress.'

. Paze=deKw@ w-j@-Ke-Xw@º′@-²′t

dotor-good 2.sg.abs-3.sg.erg-aus-reover-fut

`A good dotor will [be able to℄ ure you.'

Note:

Harmoni alignment plus loal onjuntion of (de�niteness and ase/grammatial fun-

tion) sales (as in Aissen (2003)) will not produe the right results: What is prototypial,

unmarked for an objet (or absolutive argument) should be atpyial, marked for a subjet

(or ergative argument). (Also see de Hoop & Malhukov (2008) for related observations.)

(4) Sales:

a. GF sale:

Su > Obj

b. De�niteness sale:

Pro(noun) > Name (PN) > Def(inite) > Inde�nite Spei� (Spe) > NonSpe-

i� (NSpe)

(5) Harmoni Alignment (Prine & Smolensky (2004)):

Suppose given a binary dimension D1 with a sale X > Y on its elements {X,Y},

and another dimension D2 with a sale a > b > ... > z on its elements {a,b,...,z}.

The harmoni alignment of D1 and D2 is the pair of Harmony sales HX , HY :

a. HX : X/a ≻ X/b ≻ ... ≻ X/z

b. HY : Y/z ≻ ... ≻ Y/b ≻ Y/a

The onstraint alignment is the pair of onstraint hierarhies CX , CY :

a. CX : *X/z ≫ ... ≫ *X/b ≫ *X/a

b. CY : *Y/a ≫ *Y/b ≫ ... ≫ *Y/z

(6) Harmony sales:

a. Obj/NSpe ≻ Obj/Spe ≻ Obj/Def ≻ Obj/PN ≻ Obj/Pro

b. Su/Pro ≻ Su/PN ≻ Su/Def ≻ Su/Spe ≻ Su/NSpe
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(7) Constraint hierarhies:

a. *Obj/Pro ≫ ... ≫ *Obj/Spe ≫ *Obj/NSpe

b. *Su/NSpe ≫ *Su/Spe ≫ ... ≫ *Su/Pro

(8) Other onstraints:

a. Max(Case):

Preserve ase features.

b. *Case:

Avoid ase features.

Note:

Max(Case) an be loally onjoined (Smolensky (2006)) with a onstraint hierarhy derived

from harmoni alignment; *Case annot be onjoined with a onstraint hierarhy. (This

would be exatly as in Aissen (2003).)

(9) Loal onjuntion:

a. *Obj/Pro&Max(Case)

≫ ...

≫ *Obj/Spe&Max(Case)

≫ *Obj/NSpe&Max(Case)

b. *Su/NSpe&Max(Case)

≫ *Su/Spe&Max(Case)

≫ ...

≫ *Su/Pro&Max(Case)

Problem:

Interspersing *Case at some point in the hierarhies makes the orret preditions for

absolutive-marked objets, but radially wrong preditions for ergative-marked subjets:

If *Case outranks *Su/NSpe&Max(Case) so as to trigger ase marker deletion with non-

spei� ergative subjets, it will automatially trigger ase marker deletion with all other

kinds of ergative subjets, ontrary to fat.

(10) Rankings:

a. *Obj/Pro&Max(Case)

≫ ...

≫ *Obj/Spe&Max(Case)

*Case

≫ *Obj/NSpe&Max(Case)
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b. *Case ≫

*Su/NSpe&Max(Case)

≫ *Su/Spe&Max(Case)

≫ ...

≫ *Su/Pro&Max(Case)

2. DP vs. NP

Proposal (Arkadiev & Testelets (2014)):

The ase-less arguments instantiate a kind of pseudo-inorporation. A pseudo-inorporated

nominal an be omplex (and is not visibly inorporated into the verb); it quali�es as an

NP, whereas ase-bearing nominals must be DPs.

(11) Properties of pseudo-inorporation related to NP status:

a. phrasal, not X

0

b. lak of ase-marking

. number neutrality

d. semanti e�ets of inorporation

e. V-adjaeny

f. sope inertness of quanti�ers

g. non-spei�ity

h. inability to anteede pronouns

i. valeny redution (de-transitivation) of the verb

j. impossible with pronouns

k. no artiles or other kinds of determiners

Problem:

Case-less nominals in Cirassian do not show all the properties of pseudo-inorporation;

they also show some (three) properties that are expeted if the nominals are DPs rather

than NPs. (The following data are from Kabardian ((12-ab)) and from Adyghe ((12--ii)).)

(12) Displaement (no V-adjaeny), Anteedene of pronouns, Maintaining valeny:

a. [

DP1

tx@ń ℄

book

m@

this

tw@£′an@-m

shop-obl

t1 ²

′

-j-e-²

′

ex

w

-zep@t

lo-3.sg.erg-dyn-buy-frq

`He often buys books in this shop.'

b. (i) d@Kw

ase

yesterday

tw@£′an@-m

shop-obl

s@-k

˙

w

e-rj@,

1.sg.abs-go-nv

tx@ń1

book


qe-s-²

′

ex

w

-a

dir-1sg.erg-buy-pst

`Yesterday I went to the shop and bought a book.'
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(ii) �Z′@

now

a-b@1

dem-obl

s-we-�Z′e

1wg.abs-dyn-read

`Now I am reading it.'

. Ergative agreement/ase without absolutive marker

(i) = (a)

(ii) P�sa�se-m �Zane-Ø @-d@-K

girl-erg dress-(abs) 3.sg.erg-sew-pst

`The/a girl made a dress.'

Note:

(12-b) looks like a ase of a spei� inde�nite interpretation. This does not substantially

hange the above reasoning onerning harmoni alignment.

Conlusion:

At least three of the properties of ase-less nominals in Cirassian suggest a DP- rather

than NP-analysis (viz., non-adjaeny/syntati mobility, pronominal binding, and

preservation of original valeny). Thus, it looks as though one would ideally like to have a

theoretial approah where one an have one's ake and eat it at the same time, i.e., where

the ase-less nominal has NP status for some syntati proesses, and DP status for others.

A �rst (unonstrained) possibility:

One an adopt a multidimensional approah (Haegeman & Riemsdijk (1986), Sadok

(1991), Pesetsky (1995)): On this view, some syntati operations aess struture in

whih a full DP is present with ase-marker-less nominals, and other syntati operations

aess a struture in whih only an NP is present. Both strutures exist simultaenously,

in di�erent dimensions.

A seond possibility:

One an adopt a prinipled approah envisaging the possibility of struture removal at

the top level (given the Strit Cyle Condition) in the ourse of the derivation (Müller

(2014)).

3. A Reanalysis Approah

Proposal:

• Case-marker omission with non-spei� (or perhaps, more generally, inde�nite) nomi-

nals in Cirassian involves DP-NP reanalysis, a removal of existing struture (reated
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earlier) in the ourse of the derivation.

• Suh a derivational struture removal is triggered by a desginated Cut feature on v

or V that an be instantiated (or applied) if the DP is non-spei� inde�nite.

• Unlike what is the ase with the passive in Müller (2014) (where the whole DPext

argument is removed), in the present ase, only the head D (and hene its projetion)

is a�eted by the feature. This mirrors the standard di�erene between (external

and internal) Merge of a head vs. a phrase. This di�erene an be indiated by an

appropriate index: [�D�℄h

• As with DPext in the passive analysis, the DP shell of a non-spei� inde�nite nominal

in Cirassian is predited to have a short life yle: DP is �rst reated separately,

next merged with v/V, and then D is removed again instantaneously.

(13) Features for v/V

a. v:[•V•℄ ≻ [•D•℄ ≻ [�D�℄h

b. V:[•D•℄ ≻ [�D�℄h

Question:

How an the orrelation of [�D�℄h on v/V and (non-spei�) inde�nite interpretation of

the nominal argument be formulated?

Answer 1:

v/V and DP undergo an abstrat Agree operation with respet to (in)de�niteness. [�D�℄h

is instantiated/liensed on v/v only if v/V undergoes (In)Def-Agree. (Interesting, but

largely orthogonal, questions then arise regarding valuation vs. heking; in a valuation

approah to Agree, (In)Def-Agree must preede (and thereby feed) either [�D�℄h instanti-

ation, or at least the suessful appliation of the struture removal operation indued by

the Cut feature.)

Answer 2:

Inde�nite interpretation is in fat not a preondition for [�D�℄h-based Cut operations to

apply; rather, [�D�℄h is instantiated freely on v/V, and if it e�ets DP-shell deletion, an

inde�nite interpretation will have to result.

Conlusion:

The two possible options mirror the two options arising with aounts of the interpreta-
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tional e�et of objet shift (see Chomsky (2001)). Perhaps the seond type of approah is

preferable for the reasons that Chomsky suggests; also note that inde�nite interpretation

would then follow from the order of operations in the same way that other operations in

(11) do. (See below.)

4. Operations Aessing DP

4.1. Subategorization

Note:

Given this approah, -seletion/subategorization an be massively simpli�ed: v/V uni-

formly -selets D if it takes a nominal argument.

4.2. Anteedene of Pronouns

Assumption:

Only DPs bear a referential index.

Aount of (12-b):

One a DP is introdued into the struture, its referential properties are immediately

transferred to the semanti representation that is onstruted onurrently. Subsequent

removal of the DP-shell (hene, by assumption, of the index) omes too late to make

oreferene impossible. This is an instane of ounter-bleeding.

4.3. Maintenane of Valeny

Assumption:

Whether ergative (or, for that matter, ausative) an be assigned is determined pre-

syntatially, in the numeration (see Müller (2009), whih reonstruts Murasugi (1992)).

If there are two D items (in the subarray orresponding to a phase), then T and v will

assign ase (absolutive/nominative and ergative/absolutive, respetively); if there is only

one D item, only T will remain as a ase-assigning head.

Aount of (12-):

The deision whether v assigns ergative or not is made on the basis of information in

the numeration. At this point, there are still two DPs. Subsequent removal of one D in

the syntax omes too late to blok ergative assignment by v along these lines (and loal

deletion of ase features, as argued to take plae in passive ontexts in Müller (2014), is

not available either: If it is DPint that is subjet to Dh deletion, its ase omes from T,

not from v; so there is no loal trigger for deleting a ase probe on v, as there is in the
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passive, where deletion and ase assignment involve the same v head). Again, we have a

ase of ounter-bleeding.

4.4. Displaement

Assumptions:

1. Only DPs an undergo movement, NPs annot do so (perhaps beause only phases

an undergo movement, see Rakowski & Rihards (2005)).

2. Move over Cut

(See Chomsky (1995; 2001), Weisser (2014) on Merge over Move, and Georgi (2014)

on the option of parametrizing general priniples determining the order of elementary

operations.)

3. XPs in derived phase edges are not aessible to operations arried out by the phase

head anymore. (And every phrase is a phase.)

Aount of (12-a):

The internal argument DP1 undergoes movement to the loal phase edge position (of

VP) before its DP-shell is removed by V's Cut ([�D�℄h) feature. The [�D�℄h feature on

V, whih now annot be disharged anymore by arrying out struture removal, is then

simply deleted as a default operation (see Preminger (2011) on probe features). Again, the

operation under onsideration (movement) is thus ounter-bled by Cut (or, more preisely,

potentially ounter-bled sine Cut annot apply anymore).

Note:

This aount presupposes that inde�nite interpretation is possible with DPs and NPs

(but the reverse does not hold: If there is only an NP, this signals inde�nite interpretation).

An alternative:

Cut an apply to a derived spei�er after all; and it is only the �rst, loal intermediate

movement step that requires DP status. In this ase, there would be true ounter-bleeding

of movement by Cut.

5. Operations Aessing NP

Note:

All the other properties in the list in (11) follow diretly from the short life yle of the DP-

shell in ontexts involving non-spei� inde�nite nominals in Cirassian. In partiular, the

lak of ase-marking is immediately explained if (a) a DP is required for ase marking, and
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(b) ase-marker insertion is a late (possibly post-syntati) proess (see Halle & Marantz

(1993), Arregi & Nevins (2012)). This is a standard ase of bleeding.

6. Conlusion

Take-home message:

• Operations aessing DP status of non-spei� inde�nite nominals in Cirassian pre-

ede struture-removal via Cut operations

→ ounter-bleeding, ounter-feeding.

• Operations aessing NP status of non-spei� inde�nite nominals in Cirassian fol-

low struture-removal via Cut operations

→ bleeding, feeding.

Speulation:

Parametrization in this area an be aounted for by postulating variability in the order

of elementary operations. (The earlier Cut applies in relation to other operations, the less

evidene there will be for a DP status of the nominal argument, and vie versa.)
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